
BATTERY RECOMMENDATION

NURON Batteries and Chargers

2251348 2251352 2251360 2345534 2253927 2254431 2260054

 Tool Description  Item No. B22-55 B22-85 B22 -170 B22-255 C4-22 C6-22 C8-22

• While ALL NURON batteries are compatible with ALL NURON tools, Hilti recommends 
specific batteries to be sold with each tool because they offer the best balance of 
performance, run time and weight for each tool.

• When two batteries are available for a tool (for example, B22-85 and B22-170,) note that the 
B22-85 optimizes size and weight while the B22-170 offers higher performance and run time 
with added weight.

• Charger performance has two factors: how much power can the charger provide and how 
much charge can the battery receive. The C 8-22 Charger does not charge B22-55 or B22-85 
any faster than the C 6-22 or C 4-22 Chargers. 

• Tool, battery, and application determine the best battery and charger combination. For 
example, while the SL 6-22 can run all day on a B 22-255, this combination does not require 
a C 8-22 due to 8 hours of run time. Alternatively, a TE 2000-22 can be continuously used 
with (2) B22-255s and will require (2) C 8-22 to perform at the optimum level.

• C 6-22 and C 8-22 Chargers both include fans that help cool batteries for faster charging 
when batteries are hot. Selling C 6-22 chargers when C 4-22 is recommended may make 
sense when price is a lower concern for the customer.

Hilti recommended for sale with tool

Compatible, may be too large or heavy for 
most work with tool

All NURON chargers compatible with all 
NURON batteries

Compatible, will have low run time for 
applications on this tool

✓
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SL 2-22 Task light 2243000 ✓ ✓ ✓

SL 6-22 Area light 2242907 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SL 10-22 Tower area light 2374181 ✓ ✓

SF 4-22 Drill driver 2253847 ✓ ✓ ✓

SF 4H-22 Drill driver 2253841 ✓ ✓ ✓

SF 6H-22 Hammer drill driver 2254917 ✓ ✓ ✓
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SID 4-22 Compact impact 
driver 2324412 ✓ ✓ ✓

SID 6-22 Impact driver 2246798 ✓ ✓ ✓

SID 4R-22 Impact driver 2349980 ✓ ✓ ✓

SID 8-22 Impact driver 2351737 ✓ ✓ ✓

SIW 4R-22 Impact wrench 2349981 ✓ ✓ ✓

SIW 4AT-22 Impact wrench 2291232 ✓ ✓ ✓
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SIW 6-22 Impact wrench 2251622 ✓ ✓ ✓

SIW 8-22 Impact wrench 2251631 ✓ ✓ ✓

NPR 24-22 Press tool 2313476 ✓ ✓ ✓
NPR 32-22 Press tool 2252526 ✓ ✓ ✓

NPR 32 P-22 Press tool 2252526 ✓ ✓ ✓

NPR 32 XL-22 Press tool 2320251 ✓ ✓ ✓
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NCR 60 D-22 Crimper 2252477 ✓ ✓ ✓

NCR 120-22 Crimper 2252473 ✓ ✓ ✓

NUN 54-22 Crimper 2252533 ✓ ✓ ✓

NCT 85 C-22 Cable cutter 2252513 ✓ ✓ ✓

NCT 53 C-22 Cable cutter 2252509 ✓ ✓ ✓
NCT 45 S-22 Cable cutter 2252506 ✓ ✓ ✓
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NCT 25 S-22 Cable cutter 2252501 ✓ ✓ ✓

NPU 100-22 Knockout punch 3801437 ✓ ✓ ✓

TE 2-22 (G03) Rotary hammer 2256700 ✓ ✓ ✓

TE 4-22 (G03) Rotary hammer 2253092 ✓ ✓ ✓

TE 5-22 Rotary hammer 2327368 ✓ ✓ ✓

TE 6-22 (G05) Rotary hammer 2253085 ✓ ✓ ✓
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TE 30-22 Combihammer 2253115 ✓ ✓ ✓

TE 60-22 Combihammer 2253099 ✓ ✓

TE 500-22 Breaker 2309293 ✓ ✓

TE 2000-22 Breaker
2313260 ✓ ✓

NCV 4-22 Concrete pencil 
vibrator 2352795 ✓ ✓ ✓

NCV 10-22 Concrete 
backpack vibrator 2352089 ✓ ✓
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NMX 6-22 Paddle mixer 2333178 ✓ ✓ ✓

NBL 4-22 Blower 2352719 ✓ ✓ ✓

SC 30WL-22 Blade left 
circular saw 2243855 ✓ ✓ ✓

SC 30WR-22 Blade right 
circular saw 2232913 ✓ ✓ ✓

SC 6WL-22 Circular saw 2326033 ✓ ✓ ✓

SC 6ML-22 Cordless  
circular saw 2315450 ✓ ✓ ✓
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SC 4MR-22 Circular saw 2351361 ✓ ✓ ✓

SR 6-22 Reciprocating saw 2240583 ✓ ✓ ✓

SR 4-22 Reciprocating saw 2240574 ✓ ✓ ✓

SMT 6-22 Multi-tool 2366390 ✓ ✓ ✓

SJD 6-22 Orbital jig saw 2251188 ✓ ✓ ✓

SJT 6-22 Orbital jig saw 2251329 ✓ ✓ ✓
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SB 4-22 Band saw 2251589 ✓ ✓ ✓

SB 6-22 Wide mouth band saw 2358827 ✓ ✓ ✓

SCO 6-22 Cut-out tool 2252193 ✓ ✓ ✓

AG 6D-22 (5”) Angle grinder 2215472 ✓ ✓ ✓

AG 6D-22 (6”) Angle grinder 2215473 ✓ ✓ ✓

AG 4S-22 (4.5”/5”) Angle 
grinder 2248340 ✓ ✓ ✓
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AG 5D-22 (5”) Angle grinder 2270844 ✓ ✓ ✓

GFB 6X-22 Band file 2252752 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

GPB 6X-22 Burnisher 2252750 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

GTB 6X-22 Tube belt sander 2252751 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

GDG 6-22 Die grinder 2267005 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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DSH 600-22 Hand-held 
battery cut-off saw 2251533 ✓ ✓ ✓

DSH 700-22 Cut-off saw
3821501 ✓ ✓ ✓

SSH 6-22 Shear 2252736 ✓ ✓ ✓

SPN 6-22 CN Nibbler 2252737 ✓ ✓ ✓

SPN 6-22 RN Nibbler 2316430 ✓ ✓ ✓
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RT 6-22 Rivet tool 2248719 ✓ ✓

BX 3-ME-22 Battery-actuated 
tool 2253766 ✓ ✓ ✓

BX 3-22 Battery-actuated tool 2253761 ✓ ✓ ✓

HDE 500-22 Dispenser 3779078 ✓ ✓ ✓

CD 4-22 Caulking dispenser

*   

2250119 ✓ ✓ ✓
* Image shown has both 20 oz and 10 oz which are different item numbers.
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 Tool Description  Item No. B22-55 B22-85 B22 -170 B22-255 C4-22 C6-22 C8-22

• While ALL NURON batteries are compatible with ALL NURON tools, Hilti recommends 
specific batteries to be sold with each tool because they offer the best balance of 
performance, run time and weight for each tool.

• When two batteries are available for a tool (for example, B22-85 and B22-170,) note that the 
B22-85 optimizes size and weight while the B22-170 offers higher performance and run time 
with added weight.

• Charger performance has two factors: how much power can the charger provide and how 
much charge can the battery receive. The C 8-22 Charger does not charge B22-55 or B22-85 
any faster than the C 6-22 or C 4-22 Chargers. 

• Tool, battery, and application determine the best battery and charger combination. For 
example, while the SL 6-22 can run all day on a B 22-255, this combination does not require 
a C 8-22 due to 8 hours of run time. Alternatively, a TE 2000-22 can be continuously used 
with (2) B22-255s and will require (2) C 8-22 to perform at the optimum level.

• C 6-22 and C 8-22 Chargers both include fans that help cool batteries for faster charging 
when batteries are hot. Selling C 6-22 chargers when C 4-22 is recommended may make 
sense when price is a lower concern for the customer.

Hilti recommended for sale with tool

Compatible, may be too large or heavy for 
most work with tool

All NURON chargers compatible with all 
NURON batteries

Compatible, will have low run time for 
applications on this tool

✓
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SD 5000-22 Drywall 
screwdriver 2248353 ✓ ✓ ✓

DWP 15-22 Water supply unit 2315588 ✓ ✓ ✓

VC 75-1-22 Vacuum 2248004 ✓ ✓ ✓

VC 140-2-22 Vacuum 2254438 ✓ ✓ ✓

R 6-22 Radio 2260689 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


